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Abstract 

This research presents time-dependent corrosion analysis of automotive steel utilised in a 
large military vehicle in real operating environment, followed by simulated environmental 
tests and simplistic surface corrosion modelling.  Time-dependent surface corrosion 
accumulated on this specific component was observed to be approximately 250 µm thick, 
with the identification of surface contaminants such as chlorine and sulphur. Simulated 
environmental tests considering temperature and relative humidity variations were performed 
to evaluate quantitative corrosion damage to the structure of the vehicle. The relationship of 
various temperatures and relative humidity with respect to time, within the context of 
corrosion initiation and propagation, has been presented. A mathematical model to 
incorporate corrosion accumulation on the surfaces derived from the simulated 
environmental tests is presented.  
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Nomenclature  

 ( ) Corrosion current density 

  ( ),  ( ),  ( ) Current densities in phases 1-3 respectively 

 ( ) Instantaneous corrosion rate 

C(O2) Oxygen concentration in environment directly related to RH 

      Metal loss rate 

 ( ) Actual metal loss 

n Number of electrons in the oxidation process 

D Diffusivity of oxygen through water vapour 

δ Thickness in water vapour (concentration gradient) 

ta Time scale value for point of interface of phase 1 and 2 

tm Time scale value for point of interface of phase 2 and 3 

   The final time at which the metal loss process ceases. 

   Process time spent during phase 3 

  (  ) Bulk oxygen concentration in water vapour 

  ( ) Diffusivity of Bulk oxygen concentration 

  (  ) Effective oxygen concentration needed to drive Oxygen 

Cm(O2) Minimum Oxygen concentration below rust 

R(t) Thickness of corrosion product 

  Metal loss per unit concentration gradient 

               Terms derived from metal loss equation with          being 
variables and       as constant. 

   and    Initial and final metal loss values respectively 
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1 Introduction 

Large military vehicles operate in parts of the world that are linked to various types of 
structural failures influenced by corrosion, which is a time-dependent phenomenon. The 
location could be from aggressive marine environment with salt spray to desert with wind full 
of sand particles and stern temperatures; such dynamics of changing temperatures and 
severe operating conditions are closely related to component failures. After 18 years of 
service 25% of the Canadian Army fleet suffered noticeable structural corrosive failures [1, 
2]. Costs of corrosion maintenance are high and approximately 40% of the US defence 
budget is spent on corrosion related failures [2].  Vehicles which were exposed to such 
environments and operating conditions undergo structural degradation when stored 
stationary for an unidentified period in shelters or open spaces.  

This research reports corrosion failure analysis and mathematical modelling for the sample 
collected from a large military vehicle used as Military Tank Destroyer; that displays 
corrosion in its structure in various modes and has pronounced effects on its structural 
integrity.  

This vehicle was designed and manufactured in the US, and was initially used as a 
dedicated military tank destroyer and to lead the armour combat.  A large number of this 
type of vehicles were acquired by the British Army, and modified according to their needs. It 
served in anti-tank regiments of the Royal Artillery. One of these types of vehicle is now 
stationed in a sheltered facility.  This vehicle is undergoing structural failures because of 
corrosion problems which have been stockpiled during/after its service life.  

The correlation between environment and corrosion on this large vehicle was investigated 
for the purpose of its life expectancy. This is the first kind of fundamental study conducted to 
investigate corrosion damage within these vehicles. Based on the experimental data 
gathered, a mathematical model based on a simplistic model of variations in temperatures 
and relative humidity is designed to explain the mechanisms behind the surface corrosion 
propagation under controlled environment. This research paper is a part of the wider project 
focusing on the materials degradation through corrosion and failure predictions in large 

vehicles [3-16].  

2 Experimental Methodology 

A sample with dimensions 102 mm x 94 mm was collected from the inside armour of this 
vehicle. This sample was corroded on one side while the other side had some protection in 
the form of previously applied coating. The current research reported in this paper has been 
conducted in 4 distinct stages 1): Materials characterisation was conducted to obtain the 
materials composition 2) Investigation of existing surface corrosion and sub-surface defects 
3): Accelerated simulated environmental tests (aSET) and 4): Mathematical modelling of 
surface corrosion derived from the aSET.  

2.1 Materials Characterisation  

The materials composition of the sample was unknown. For this purpose one side (edge) of 
the sample was cross sectioned to achieve a nascent surface free from surface deposits and 
contaminants. On this newly exposed surface x-ray fluorescence technique (XRF) was 
conducted to achieve the sample materials composition provided in Table 1.  
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Table: 1 Material Composition of the Sample [17] 

Constituents Si         P          Cr          Mn           Ni          Cu          Mo          Fe 

Percentage 0.13     0.02      0.06      0.4           0.03       0.09       0.05        Remainder 

 

2.2 Sample Conditioning for Surface and Sub-surface Corrosion Analyses  

Corrosion was analysed on the sample in the following sequence:  

a) Existing surface corrosion was analysed on the corroding surface to obtain corrosion 
morphology and to characterise corrosion products. 

b) To evaluate corrosion propagation/corrosion layer-depth and to investigate sub-surface 
defects, sample was sectioned and mounted in Bakelite.  

2.3 Samples Preparation for Accelerated Simulated Environmental Tests 

Sample collected, was sectioned for these tests. Four samples with dimension of 4 cm long 
and 3 cm wide were prepared. These samples were previously corroded, thus corrosion 
from the surfaces was effectively removed using Silicon Carbide papers of varying grades. 
These samples were polished to achieve average surface roughness of less than 1 µm, 
rinsed with de-ionised water and dried immediately. No chemicals were used during this 
samples preparation process. 

2.3.1 Tests Conditions 

Experimental conditions were defined for the simulated environments tests to include relative 
humidity (RH) and temperatures (T) presented in Table 2. This model takes into 
consideration the comfort level of the personnel and avoids wet-dry cycles [18]. Each sample 
was exposed separately to the selected T and RH for 125 hours. In the first part of the test, 
temperature of the chamber was kept constant at 18 degree Celsius and two values of RH 
35% and 55% were used for 125 hours each. In second part of the environmental test, RH 
was kept constant at 40% and two temperatures 5 and 25 degree Celsius were used for 125 
hours. 

Table: 2 Accelerated Environmental Tests Conditions and % age of Accumulated Corrosion 
[17]. 

Wolverine - M10 Tank destroyer 

Sample 
No 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Relative 
Humidity 

(%) 

Exposure 
Time 

(Hours) 

Sample 
Area (mm²) 

Corrosion 
Area (mm²) 

Corrosion 
% 

1 5 40 125 542.69 2.95 0.54 

2 25 40 125 527.05 1.07 0.20 

3 18 35 125 519.14 0.14 0.03 

4 18 55 125 533.99 5.40 1.01 

2.3.2 Corrosion Area Quantification 

Corrosion was accumulated on all four samples after exposure to aSET. Complex 
morphology was observed in the accumulated corrosion. To quantify corrosion build up; first, 
high definition images of the samples were taken using state-of-the-art macro imaging tools; 
secondly, quantification of the corrosion build-up was performed through image analysis 
software. 
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2.4 Mathematical Modelling  

A simplistic model incorporating Temperature and Relative Humidity presented based upon 
aSET’s results. This model is deployable for the vehicles which are kept inside the sheltered 
facility assuming failures progressing through coatings without considering environmental 
pollutants.   

3 Results and Discussion  

3.1 Shelter’s inside Environment  

Though it is not advisable to keep the temperatures below/above the comfort level of the 
personnel, however variations in T and RH result in atmospheric corrosion in the vehicles. 

The internal environment of the shelter is steady where natural daylight together with 
fluorescent tubes is used for lighting purposes. Temperatures are controlled during winter 
but not in summer whereas humidity is not controlled in any season. In winter temperature is 
kept between 18 and 25 degree Celsius, humidity in this shelter during the months of 
October - December and January - March often reaches 75 - 80%, however, an increase to 
95 - 100% has been also recorded on several occasions. Temperatures fluctuations during 
the same months were recorded between 5 and 20 degree Celsius. Readings obtained from 
the Temperature - RH sensors installed in the open turret of this vehicle have shown, RH 
reaching as high as 80% during October - December. During the period of January - March 
RH has been observed to reach nearly 70%. Temperature for both durations was not steady 
and fluctuated between minimum 13 and maximum 23 degree Celsius. During these periods 
formation of condensation/moisture has been observed on the tank surfaces.  

3.2 Existing Surface and Sub-surface Analyses 

Figure 1 shows Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) of the corroding surface, three spectra 
1, 2 and 3 were measured and results are given in Table 3. All three spectra exhibit similar 
oxidation of 42wt%.  In spectrum 2 chlorine (1.47 wt%) was detected, whereas Iron (Fe) was 
recorded at the lowest (52.66wt%) at spectrum 3. 

 

Figure 1 SEM Micrograph showing EDS spectra location at corroding surface [17]. 
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Table: 3 Spectra Results at the Corroding Surface [17]. 

Wolverine - M10 Tank Destroyer Corroding Surface (results in weight %) 

Elements normalised 

Spectrum O Al Si Cl Fe 

1 41.50 2.43 1.54 0.00 54.53 

2 42.15 1.68 1.02 1.47 53.67 

3 42.98 2.33 1.43 0.59 52.66 

Cross section of the sample was examined that showed sub-surface corrosion propagation 
to a depth of 250 µm shown in Figure 2(a). This analysis identified defects such as slags 
shown in Figure 2 (b) and (c). Results of two Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) spectra 
1 in the slag & 2 near the slag, [Figure 2(c)] are given in Table 4. Spectrum 1 showed 
sulphur (S) together with silicon (Si), oxygen (O) and Fe only 68.22wt%. Spectrum 2 
however showed Fe (98.98wt%) with only manganese (Mn). In the cross section at the bulk 
metal where no corrosion has reached, six spectra were measured shown in Figure 2(d). 
Results showed Fe above 99wt% with only Mn less than 0.50wt%.  

 

Figure: 2 (a) Corrosion propagation (b) SEM (back scattered) micrograph of slag 1 inclusion 
(c) SEM (secondary electron) micrograph of slag 2 inclusion (d) Six spectra at bulk metal 

rectangles represent EDS areas [17]. 

Table: 4 Slag Inclusion Results in the Cross Section [17]. 

Wolverine- M 10 Tank Destroyer Slag Inclusion (results in weight %) 

 Elements normalised 

Spectrum O Si S Mn Fe 

1 7.32 2.13 4.76 17.57 68.22 

2 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.02 98.98 
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Atmospheric corrosion is hugely influenced by RH, temperature and pollutants. During 
conditions when temperature is greater than 0 degree Celsius and RH ≥ 80%, build-up of 
condensation or thin water film on the surfaces will result in Time of Wetness (TOW) and 
consequently atmospheric corrosion [19]. In addition this vehicle is sheltered with 
no/negligible washing effect causing extended TOW and periods of dew [19, 20]. When RH 
> 80%, rust layer on the surfaces becomes hygroscopic particularly on Fe, Cu, Zn and Ni 
and they corrode preferentially. In winter, during nights heating in the sheltered facility is 
switched off/or lowered down and starts to function in the morning. This rise in ambient 
temperature in the morning compare to the vehicle surfaces which are at lower temperatures 
may deliver dew point condensation, therefore rapid corrosion is expected due to fast 
electrochemical reaction and diffusion rate which could increase with rising temperature [20].  

Internal environment of this sheltered facility can be considered free from atmospheric 
pollutants; however corrosion initiating contaminants such as Cl and S were detected on the 
vehicle’s surfaces (Table 3 & 4). Conductivity of the electrolyte is also a major factor in 
determining the rate of corrosion, which is dependent on the level of dissolved contaminants. 
The Sheltered facility for the large vehicles is in Bovington United Kingdom, which is 
approximately 9 km away from the English Channel/sea. Sea winds are source of aerosols 
particles. Sea salt consists approximately 55% Cl-, 30% Na+, 8% SO4

-2 and 1% Ca+2 by 
weight. It has been reported that salt particles (aerosols) in approximate sizes of (12 - 40 
µm) could be deposited on the structures which are located up to 10 km from the coastline 
[21]. Spray due to sea winds result in chloride deposition in the form of droplets or crystalline 
form on surfaces. Coal burning incinerators de-icers, bleaching plants and dust-binders on 
roads may also emit chlorides. Corrosion of metals can occur at low humidity such as 35% in 
the presence of chlorides. Steel corrodes at higher rate when exposed to continuous spray 
of salt. Figure 3 illustrates formation of the typical oxide-layer on a metal surface which 
consists of pores and cracks. Through these pores and cracks chlorine can reach the 
substrate and may provide fast diffusion paths, thus resulting in metal chlorides and 
escalated corrosion. Oxygen potential is very low at the metal-scale interface because 
oxygen (O2) produces metal oxides, its consumption is more and the diffusion of gases 
through metal-scale interface will determine the corrosion rate [20, 22-24]. 

 

Figure: 3 Formation of Corrosion Layer on sample 4 illustrating Fe and O [17]. 

A large military vehicle has a complex geometrical configuration and is comprised of several 
components where dirt, moisture and other atmospheric contaminants can easily be 
deposited. The accumulation of Cl is also expected in many crevices of this vehicle and Cl 
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influenced localised corrosion is likely in many parts of its structure. Aluminium (Al) was also 
recorded on the corroding surface (Table 3). However, during analysis at the cross section 
(Figure 2d), no Al was identified. Presences of the Al at three spectra on the corroding 
surface could be classified as residues from Al based paints as protection applied 
during/after vehicle’s service life. 

Slag (Figure 2 b-c) is a by-product of metal oxide and silica (SiO2) and tend to promote crack 
propagation starting from the slag-vein and could result fatigue failures under stress in 
operating conditions which could be assumed safe for the working components [25]. Such 
defects are not favourable in heavy duty mechanical structures. The detection of S at 
spectrum 1 Figure 2 (c), Table 4, in the vicinity of the grain boundaries can compromise 
physical as well as structural properties of the materials [26, 27]. This type of defect will 
usually give rise to Mode I fracture failure, the opening crack propagation mode, when 
subjected to tensile loading. When the stress intensity factor (K), also known as material 
fracture toughness, reaches a critical value, crack propagation will take place. The stress 
intensity factor (K) is used in fracture mechanics to predict “Stress intensity” or the state of 
the stress near the crack tip resulted as a consequence of residual stress or load. It depends 
on the type of materials, materials processing, rate of loading, state of stress and 
temperatures. Such material inherit defects affect this value, hence making component 
susceptible to mechanical failures when subjected to loading. S arises from the steel making 
process and to avoid the formation of FeS, Mn is added to steel to form MnS which is 
thermodynamically stable. However MnS exposed to (Cl¯) may initiate pitting corrosion [28-
32]. 

3.3 Accelerated Simulated Environmental Tests (aSET) 

The purpose of aSET was to extrapolate the results for the purpose of corrosion behaviour 
when large vehicles are kept in a controlled environment considering visitors comfort.  aSET 
were conducted taking into account only temperature and RH. Parameters such as pH, 
corrosive deposits on the surfaces and nature of the electrolyte are not considered in this 
paper. Exposure to simulated environmental corrosion tests illustrated build-up of surface 
corrosion with complicated shapes and morphology on all the samples. Sample 4, which was 
exposed to18 degree Celsius and 55% RH showed the highest percentage of corrosion. 
Table 2 provides the total percentage of the accumulated corrosion on each sample. Figure 
4 illustrates the concentration of Fe and O at sample 4 after exposure to aSET. 

 

Figure: 4 Sample 4 (18 degree Celsius - 55 % RH) illustrating concentrations of Fe and O 
[17] 
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Results in Table 2 identify the importance of RH control. When temperature is maintained 
between 5 and 25 degree Celsius with a constant 40% RH, the corrosion rate is less than 
1%. However increase in RH to 55% increases corrosion rate to almost double. The control 
of RH is an important factor for this sheltered facility for large vehicles to diminish corrosion. 
Areas, where the control of humidity is not possible, a lower temperature may be suitable to 
reduce the TOW and consequently corrosion rate [33]. Increase in temperature cause fast 
diffusion-rate and corrosion, but increase in temperature under constant humidity evaporates 
the electrolytic-layer created through dew/rain and produces dry-conditions [20, 34]. Results 
of sample 4 could be attributed to such conditions where temperatures was not high enough 
to evaporate the electrolytic-layer and provided extended time-of-wetness for the 
electrochemical process to continue. Conversely in the case of other samples dry 
atmospheres may have been achieved and hence corrosion rate was slow. Carbon steel is 
not able to form a protective layer against corrosion except when the atmosphere is clean 
and dry [35]. 

The surfaces of this large vehicle are contaminated and humidity reaches above 80% in 
some cases. This will result corrosive electrolytic layer on the surfaces because of 
hygroscopic salts, accordingly rapid corrosion may occur in the vehicle components and on 
the surfaces. Also the role of oxygen is important here as an oxidant element in the 
atmospheric corrosion, the water layer formed on the metallic surfaces determine oxygen 
diffusion towards the surfaces and reaction products [20, 36]. 

Figure 3 of sample 4 illustrates the build-up of a typical oxide layer on steel and reflects the 
characteristics of lepidocrocite (γ-FeOOH) and goethite (γ- Fe2O3) of rust layer for a non- 
polluted environment. These layers have various types of cracks, pores, poor adherence and 
flake away from the surfaces depending on localised corrosion; this type of rust layer cannot 
result as a passivation and therefore electrolyte and corrosive contaminants can reach the 
steel substrate [24, 34, 37].  

3.4 Multiple Phase Model: Corrosion Condition Monitoring for Controlled 
Environmental Conditions 

On the basis of data from aSET Figure 5, a multiple phase corrosion condition monitoring 
model (ACCM) is proposed. The propose model takes into consideration the variation of RH 
along the metal interface. The mathematical model is divided in to three main phases shown 
in Table 5 and mathematical description for all the phases and their interrelationship is 
presented in next section. 
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Figure 5 M-10 Environmental condition and % Corrosion formation 

 

Table 5 Phases of ACCM and Description 

Phase 
No 

Description of ACCM phases 
Current 

densities 

1 
A very short term phase including the oxygen 

concentration to build up to the required level to 
activate the process of corrosion 

 

  ( ) 

2 
Includes the Oxygen diffusion through water vapour 

layer towards iron 

 

  ( ) 

3 
Includes the Oxygen diffusion through corrosion 

product formed at bare iron 

 

  ( ) 

 

               

3.4.1 Mathematical Design for Multiple Phase Atmospheric Corrosion Condition 
Monitoring (ACCM) 

Experimental results of aSET justify that RH has a vital role in corrosion initiation and 
progression. Corrosion mechanics for the aSET experimental work can be described by a 
simplified theory shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure: 6 (a) Oxygen concentration profile (i) water vapour + O2 - phase 2 and  
(ii) Corrosion Product - phase 3, (b) Corrosion current density through water vapour and rust 

layer   

 It is well known that, 

RH = (ρw /ρws) * 100       1 

ρw is the vapour partial pressure and ρws is the saturation vapour partial pressure of water 

vapour given as           
     

       .      rise with increase in temperature T. The amount of 
water vapours in air increases with increase in dew point temperature Td, which is given 

as          
      

         . Thus,    rises with the increase in Td resulting in higher 
concentration of water vapour in air. Water vapour concentration (Kg/m3) found in air is, 

                                                       (   )          (
  

          
)       2 

It is assumed that the vapour partial pressure in air do not take into account any non-volatile 
solute e.g. pollutants. Non-volatile solutes can change the vapour partial pressure of pure 
water in air. Let  (  ) be the concentration of Oxygen in the air. The diffusion of Oxygen in 

air will depend on  (   ). Considering the negligible effect of other atmospheric gases on 
the diffusion of Oxygen, the total concentration can be written as, 
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   (   )   (  )       3 

Flux of Oxygen (NO2) through water vapour is made up of two components, namely that 
result from the bulk motion (xONB) and that from molecular diffusion JO, 

         NO2 = xO NB + JO      4 

      (   )   
( )

   (  )

 
  but for simplicity we consider,  (   )   

( )     ( ) and therefore 

substituting it in eq. 4 gives, 

   
       ( )

   (  )

 
      5 

As       
      and    

 (  )

 
, eq. 5 becomes, 

   
 

 (  )

 
(   

     )   ( )
  (  )

 
        6 

Rearranging terms and integrating between the plane, (higher Oxygen concentration) and 
plane 2 (lower Oxygen concentration). 

∫
 

  ( )
  ∫

 (  )

     (  )(   
     )

 (  ) 
 (  ) 

    7 

As water vapour is a non- diffusing element therefore       . Also total concentration C is 

assumed to remain constant.  Eq. 7 can be written as, 

    
 

 ( ) 

 
  (

   (  ) 

   (  ) 
)                   8 

 As the diffusion rate of Oxygen is much slower in water compared to air, excess  (   )  
reduces oxygen penetration. Thus two elements: Oxygen and water vapour make up overall 
equation for iron oxidation as, 

   ( )     ( )      ( )       (  )  

In the following section the process of iron oxidation is described. 

3.4.1.1 Initial Assumptions 

The following assumptions are made for the theory development: 

 The layer of corrosion product is uniform along the depth of the product.  

 The corrosion process, diffusion parameter values and other properties are uniform on 
the corroding surface.  

3.4.1.2 Oxygen transport mechanism 

The oxygen transport and corrosion rate is limited due to the corrosion product build-up on 
corroding Iron surfaces as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 (a) represents the profile for the trend 
of actual Oxygen concentration  (  ), through water vapour surrounding the corroding iron 
and through the corrosion product. The lower part represents the current densities across 
various phases due to the diffusion of oxygen through the surrounding environment. 
However, minimum threshold concentration is required for the oxygen diffusion to take place. 

From Figure 7 it is evident that corrosion current density,  ( ) is directly related to 
instantaneous corrosion rate  ( ), and time of exposure, which in-turn directly relates to 

metal loss rate, 
  

  
. 
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Figure: 7 Corrosion Current Density vs Time  

Metal loss occurs due to the metal oxidation as a result of electrochemical reactions when 
oxygen transport occurs towards the corroding iron surface. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the 
decreasing trends of oxygen concentration and current density with time respectively. These 
deceasing trends are due to two resistive layers in the path of oxygen transport. In other 
words oxygen transport towards the corroding iron is controlled by water vapours and the 
corrosion product (rust). Thus the corrosion current density at any time instance, ‘t’ is given 
as; 

 ( )         ( )   ( )   ( )                                               9 

The point of interface of phase 1 and phase 2 is termed as ta on the time scale. Similarly for 
phase 2 and phase 3 the interface point is termed as tm. Normally the function in equation 9 

will consider the value of   ( ) just after phase 3 has started, as the use of min function in 
equation 9 indicates that the lowest value among   ( ) ,   ( ) and   ( ) controls the corrosion 
rate .  

Corrosion rate  ( ) can be represented by simple modified Fick’s equation in which diffusion 

coefficient D(T), is a variable term dependent on Temperature (T). Similarly concentration   

is also a variable term, dependent on    and corrosion rate is directly proportional to the 
corrosion current density  ( ). 

 ( )   ( )  
 ( )      

 ( )
  (

   (  ) 

   (  ) 
)                                      10 

 ( )  
  

  
  ( )  

 ( )      

 ( )
  (

   (  ) 

   (  ) 
)                                    11 

n is the number of electrons participating in the oxidation of Iron, F is the Faraday's constant, 

D is the oxygen diffusivity through water vapours, δ is the thickness in water vapour , 
  

  
 is 

the constant of proportionality, termed as metal loss rate. 

In next sub-sections, each phase is described and expressions will be developed for ta and 
tm based on the above discussion and formulation.    
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3.4.1.3  Phase 1: Process Activation Phase   

In this phase minimum values for both variables T and RH should be attained in order to 

start the process. During this phase at time t = 0,   (  )   ,   ( )    and the rust 
thickness R(t) = 0.Where   (  ) is the Bulk oxygen concentration in water vapour along a 

concentration gradient profile besides bare Iron interface and   ( ) is the diffusivity of Bulk 
oxygen concentration. The term   ( ) is the minimum current density that initialises just after 

threshold concentration is achieved at time ta. The current density   ( ) reaches to maximum 
value     ( ) at condition  (  )    (  ) and  ( )    ( ). So corrosion rate and current 
density will be high at this point. Experimental data shows a slight decrease in the value of 
current density after     ( ) is achieved as shown in Figure 7. This decrease accounts for 
the oxygen to settle down after reaching maximum value. The time dependent value of 

current density for phase 1 is termed as   ( ). Thus the eq. for phase 1, when bulk 
concentration is achieved is written as, 

 ( )  
  

  
     ( )  

  ( )        

 (  )
  (

    (  ) 

    (  ) 
)                                   12 

Here    is the constant of proportionality. It is supposed that the metal loss  ( ) is directly 
proportional to oxygen concentration gradient  ( )  through water vapour so,  ( )   ( ) and 
 ( )   ( )   where A is the concentration gradient per unit metal loss. 

When threshold condition is met, then if the distance between planes 1 and 2 is zero then 
  (  )      (  )  which means  ( )   . This shows that in order for the corrosion 
process to initiate after threshold, planes 1 and 2 should have gradual difference in Bulk 
Oxygen concentration. Eq. 12 is modified in terms of metal loss as, 

 ( )   √
  ( )     

 
  (

    (  ) 

    (  ) 
)      13 

Applying boundary condition at eq.13 

            
(  )

  (  )
 

  ( )          
 

   (
    (  ) 
    (  ) 

)
           (         )  14 

            (         ) 
 

At the starting time (    ), the metal loss ms is also zero, thus eq. 14 can be used to find 
activation time   .  

         
(  )

 

  ( )          
 

   (
    (  ) 
    (  ) 

)
            (         )  15 

         (         ) 
 

3.4.1.4 Phase 2: Process Controlling Phase 

The consumption of oxygen at the Iron surface depends on the oxygen transfer from the bulk 
concentration to the corroding Iron surface as shown in Figure 6. As oxygen transport is the 
key element that controls the corrosion process, therefore phase 2 is termed as process 
controlling phase. The oxygen consumption, as a result of electrochemical reaction at iron 
surface results in the formation of corrosion product. The thickness of corrosion product is 
represented as R(t) in Figure 6. Initially before the formation of corrosion product R(t) = 0. At 
this point the diffusion of oxygen through water vapour starts towards iron, increasing the 
thickness from    ( ). The net concentration driving oxygen through water vapours is 

given as;   (
    (  )

    (  )
). Where    (  )  is the effective concentration of oxygen 
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corresponding to plane 2 which is required to drive it through water vapour layer. High 

  (
    (  )

    (  )
) value results in higher corrosion rate. The eq. for this phase is, 

                                    ( )  
  

  
      ( )  

  ( )         

 ( )
   (

    (  )

    (  )
)                        16

       

Here    is the constant of proportionality. For phase 2 it is assumed that,  ( )   ( )   
where B is the concentration gradient per unit metal loss. Replacing  ( ) with  ( )  in eq.16 
gives eq.17 in terms of metal loss  ( ) as, 
 

 ( )   √
  ( )          

 
   (

    (  )

    (  )
)       17 

Applying boundary condition at eq.15  

       |     |  |     |  |
(  )  (  )

 

  ( )          
 

   (
    (  )

    (  )
)
|           (         )  18 

               (         ) 

3.4.1.5 Phase 3: Process Subsiding Phase 

As Iron corrodes further, R(t) becomes more and more thicker, in turn subsiding the diffusion 
of oxygen towards the iron, hence decreasing the current density and corrosion rate as 
shown in Figures 6 and 7. As thickness of the corrosion product is directly proportional to the 
metal loss, therefore R(t)   m(t), which can be written as R(t) = m(t)E. E is the ratio of 
thickness of rust layer R(t) to the metal loss m(t). The resistance of the rust layer will need 

increased portion of oxygen concentration   (  ) for oxygen diffusion with increase in R(t). 
Thus only CR(O2) controls the diffusion rate of oxygen as Cm(O2) is zero inside the 
term,(  (  )    (  ))  as shown in Figure 7. The eq. for this phase is, 

 ( )  
  

  
      ( )  

  ( ) (  (  )   (  )       

 ( )
          19                      

   is the constant of proportionality and    is the diffusion of oxygen through corrosion 
product, replacing R(t) with m(t)E  eq.19 yields 

 ( )   √
  ( )   (  )        

 
      20 

As R(t) increases   (  ) also increases. The bulk Oxygen concentration   (  ) does not 

affect Oxygen diffusion through the rust layer. Just after start of phase 3 at point    the 

current density    equals   . Using eq.18 to calculate    and applying boundary condition on 
eq.20.  

                                                        
(  )

  (  ) 

  ( )   (  )        
 

 

                (         ) 

 (         )    21 

 

   and    represent initial and final metal-loss value respectively while      represent the 

process time spent during phase 3 and    is the final time at which the process ceases.   

Eq. 9 can be modified in terms of corrosion current densities calculated for all phases,  

 ( )     [
  ( )      

 (  )
  (

    (  ) 

    (  ) 
)       

  ( )       

 ( )
   (

    (  )

    (  )
)      

  ( ) (  (  )    

 ( )
]  22 
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Equation 12 shows the relationship of metal loss rate 
  

  
 during phase 1 considering the 

condition, relating time of exposure as; t < ta. In this descriptive model, a linear increase in 
oxygen concentration is assumed, before the required threshold concentration is achieved 
based on limited experimental data available from already available reported research work. 
Figures 6 and 7 indicate the decay in corrosion rate right after the initiation of phase 2 with 
the gradual development of passive corrosion layer on metal surface. The time of exposure 

in phase 2 is related as, ta ≤ t ≤ tm. It is observed that the metal loss rate 
  

  
 in phase 2 is 

directly dependent on gradient of oxygen transport indicated as   (
    (  )

    (  )
). Of course, 

higher bulk concentration of oxygen,    (  ) account for higher corrosion rate and higher 
  (  ) account for gradual decrease in gradient value due to the corrosion product formation 
on metal surface. The gradual fall in the current density comes to end, when t = tm after 
which corrosion process enters into phase 3 showing exponential decay in the current 
density as shown in Figure 7. The time of exposure in phase 3, tm ≤ t ≤ tf depends on    
when oxygen transport completely becomes ignorable. In this phase, oxygen transport only 
depends on   (  ) as the term Cm(  ) ≈ 0 in gradient factor (  (  )    (  )    

The metal loss equations 13, 17 and 20, derived are closely in relation with the experimental 
results. These are useful for the understanding of basic studies regarding the oxygen 
transport and corrosion product formation for conditions where coatings have failed but no 
surface or atmospheric pollutants. Equations 12, 16 and 19 clearly indicate that the corrosion 
rate depends on the concentration of oxygen in the environment. When RH is sufficient in 
the environment with sufficient temperature, only then the oxygen transport could take place 
as justified in ACCM. Both parameters; T and RH are important but to avoid corrosion 
product formation, RH should be kept within the Safe Zone shown in Table 6. During phase 

2, the concentration gradient equation,   (
    (  )

    (  )
) gives a direct relationship with metal 

loss rate. So, if   (
    (  )

    (  )
)    because   (  )    (  )  this condition indicates that the 

RH in the environment is under controlled condition and  ( )  
  

  
  . On the other hand if 

  (  )     (  )  , then the environment can be categorised as under critical condition and 

therefore  ( )  
  

  
   . 

Table 6 Various Zones for Corrosion Depending upon Concentration Gradient Profile 

Environmental Zones ACCM Conditions Real Conditions Corrosion rate, c(t) 

Safe Zone   (  )     (  )  0 % – 45 % RH 

 ( )  
  

  
   

Mild Zone   (  )     (  )  45 % – 55 % RH 

Critical Zone   (  )     (  )  > 55% RH 
 ( )  
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4 Conclusion    

Surface corrosion mechanisms, propagation to sub-surface and contaminants have been 
identified within the sample collected from the large military vehicle. During simulated 
environmental tests, even at the optimum environmental conditions some degree of 
corrosion accumulation was recorded.  The multiple phase ACCM model was used to 
monitor the corrosion rate for this particular large vehicle. This model can be used to identify 
the temperature-relative humidity relationship for minimum metal loss. ACCM can also be 
deployed to predict the time gap between corrosion initiation and termination, provided to 
use forecasting for final time value, tf in eq. 21. This can be done using forecasting tools. 

During this research it was found that the existing environmental conditions of the sheltered 
facility for the large military vehicles are not suitable for the structural health of these 
vehicles. It is important to achieve the optimum temperature and humidity levels to minimise 
the aging process of these vehicle through corrosion. This method of controlled environment 
is non-invasive and is sustainable. Vehicle’s surfaces which display failures in 
paints/coatings require enhanced protection. In addition conditioning of surfaces through 
anti-corrosive agents is also very important as contaminants play vital role as catalyst in 
corrosion initiation and propagation. 
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